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Annie: 

I think you know I’m a huge fan of your work and a full believer in the effectiveness of your 

strategy.  I’ve reached out to you a few times and haven’t heard back so I can only assume one 

of three things: 

1. I shouldn’t have shared my spiritual experience with you because you now believe I’m  

ready for the Cuckoo’s Nest. 

2. You’re so busy saving the afflicted I’ve moved way down the importance hierarchy. 

3. The Canadian phone lines have been so busy with people talking about the mayor of 

Toronto you haven’t been able to get through. 

I’m reaching out for several reasons. 

Months (years?) ago, after experiencing a profound “fix” at your Boston event, we discussed 

doing some speaking together.  While I still love the idea, and believe I can play at least a small 

role in helping you reach more people, I had a perfume exposure shortly after we spoke and it 

felt as if it cancelled out all of the benefit of the work we did.  From that point forward I’ve 

been reactive at different levels, and while I often return to the practice, I haven’t yet ben able 

to find the effectiveness I found the first time around.   

To speak alongside you, or on your behalf, I want to be your poster boy . . . the one who has 

returned to wholeness including an extraordinary level of fitness.  I feel as if it would be 

hypocrisy to share the effectiveness of the program while I haven’t fully found a return to ease.  

I found much the opposite of ease.  I’ve continued to waste money trying to find a place to live, 

a place where I can give my daughter the environment she’s accustomed to and was born into.  

I’m tired, I’m stressed, and I realize my wiring has connected and cemented my stubborn and 

misdirected limbic system to the fear response at a deeper and stronger level than ever before.   

After the perfume exposure, and over the days that followed, my emotions ran from anger to 

dread so I understand how my subconscious body/mind would react.  Several days into the 

return of the symptomology, I called and asked you if other people had “relapsed,” you told me 

a few had, but they just had to return to the practice.    
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I remember being upset.  “Why didn’t you tell me that before?” was the question that I felt was 

in order.  I believed if I had been prepared for a possible relapse, I would have handled it well, 

returned to the practice, and recognize the potential blocks that had to be overcome. 

Recently I received a call from a friend of a friend.  She heard of my challenge and was calling to 

tell me of the answer.  As you can predict, she had just returned from one of your events.  I 

shared some of my experience, spoke highly of all that you do, but explained that for me the 

“fix” wasn’t lasting.  She told me you now address backsliding and how to overcome those slips.  

If that’s the case, I want to personally go through your program again, with a revised 

knowledge, full knowing that neuroplasticity is the key to returning to a normal life. 

I said there were several reasons for my contacting you.   

Ironically, as I struggle to find my own answers, I have a protocol that’s in place in select 

hospitals and health clubs which has proven highly effective at reversing chronic disease.  It 

continues to astound doctors and win over players in the medical arena. 

A series of events has recently led me to a group of investors and a few opportunities to pursue 

a healing center, a prototype in the U.S., but a replicable model a plane ride away.  I have had a 

number of opportunities that I walked away from, as I didn’t feel a connect with the players, 

the plan, or the concept.  A short time from now I’ll present the initial plan to this new group of 

investors and they all come out of the hospitals I work with giving the project credibility from 

the start.  I think neuroplasticity has far reaching value in chronic disease, and to conduct multi-

day courses in a safe healing environment can only serve us all. 

I hope you’ll call me, work with me to pull together the final pieces of my own healing (I’ll 

happily attend another event if need be) and let’s reignite the potential we have to do 

something massively beneficial to the many who need cure. 

 

Sincerely, 

Phil Kaplan 

 

Call me on my cell at 954 294-8434 

Or email me at philkaplan123@gmail.com 
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